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Open Space Training

Introduction 
	 Open Space is the greatest system of organizing people around ideas that I have 

ever come across.


If you haven’t watched it yet, check out the video 

(Just go to YouTube type in “Open Space Robert Richman.”).  




Open Space was developed by Harrison Owen when he realized that he would spend a lot of time and money 
getting speakers for a conference, only to realize that people loved the coffee breaks the most. 


You can use it for: 

• An engaging experience at your conference.

• A strategic planning session

• A company off-site

• An innovation exercise

• Crowdsourcing a goal or project.
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The Basics of Open Space 
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It begins in a large open space, 
with a circle of chairs.

A facilitator opens 
and sets the game.

People choose their own topics to 
lead and host.

The marketplace is a wall of 
sessions with times and places.

Each host announces their idea 
then places it in the marketplace.

Sessions are filled with dynamic 
discussion, ideas and actions.

Insights and actions are put 
into a full report, by the next 
day!

They are highly engaged because 
they choose their sessions.

Even non-managers become 
leaders and take responsibility.

An open space event unleashes the best of ideas of your organization or conference. It’s a well 
structured game combining strategy, team building and getting things done - all around issues 
people care about (and that’s what creates engagement).



Open Space Training

Open Space at its Core 
Open space is as simple as this: 

Sit in a Circle. 
Create a Bulletin Board (to post topics). 
Open up a Market Place (of ideas). 
Go to work. 
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Open Space is a Game 

You don’t have to know these concepts, but it you want to know more about why it works, this 
chapter is for you.  

Core Principles: 

Co-creation 
People take ownership for what they create. When you have people (at regular conferences) just 
sitting there, hearing information and waiting to be entertained, then they don’t really own it.  But if 
they co-create the experience they are highly engaged.  

Experience Design 
If you think of all your best learning, most of it likely happened as experiences with people (your 
jobs, relationships, events, etc).  Rarely does it come from books or content.  The open-space is a 
pre-fabricated experience design, with plenty of flexibility to make it unique to your people since 
they choose all the topics.  

Game Dynamics 
This is from the book Reality is Broken by Jane McGonigal, as cited in Dan Mezick’s The Culture 
Game. They are the four principles of any great game.  

1. Goal  (Theme of the Open Space - Why we are all here) 
2.    Rules (How we play the game) 
3.    Feedback (We see who goes to what sessions, and where there is the most heat) 
4.    Opt-in (No one is forced to do anything) 

4 Happiness Factors 
This is from Delivering Happiness by Tony Hsieh, who cited the themes in the field of Positive 
Psychology. 

1. Perceived Progress (There is a clear  beginning, middle and end) 
2. Perceived Control (People get to choose which sessions they start or attend) 
3. Strong Relationships (People bond according to their interests) 
4. Shared Purpose (Everyone comes together, around a theme, without being forced) 
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The Principles of Open Space 

Whoever comes is the right people 
It’s not about how many people, or who comes. It’s the quality of conversation and interaction that 
makes the difference. If no one shows up, then the convener may think on their own, or join 
another group, or simply wait. “Some of the best conversations I ever had happened with me 
talking to myself.” - Harrison Owen.  

Wherever it happens is the right place 
Real learning and real progress happens will only take place when we move beyond our original 
agendas and convention-bound expectations. It is in moments of surprise when we grow. 

Whatever happens is the only thing that could have 
The space is open. A great conversation can happen at the coffee area or others may start their 
own areas.  

Whenever it starts is the right time 
Creativity and spirit don’t pay attention to the clock. That’s for work time.  

When it’s over, it’s over 
Meetings usually stretch to the allotted time, but they don’t have to. Notice when it’s over and you 
can stop then. 

Prepare to Be Surprised 
There’s no way to explain this until you’ve experienced it. 

One Law: 
The Law of Two Feet 
If you don’t feel that you are learning or contributing, take your two feet and go elsewhere. 
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Why and When to Use Open Space

 
It is a self-organizing practice of inner discipline and collective activity which releases the inherent 
creativity and leadership in people. By inviting people to take responsibility for what they care 
about, Open Space establishes a marketplace of inquiry, reflection and learning, bringing out the 
best in both individuals and the whole.  

 ︎  Where conflict is holding back the ability to change  
 ︎  Where the situation is complex  
 ︎  Where there is a high degree of diversity  
 ︎  Where there is an urgent need to make speedy decisions  
 ︎  Where all stakeholders are needed for good decisions to be made 

   Where you have no preconceptions of what the outcomes should be  

Not for: 

• Linear planning (like building a system that has very set criteria). 
• When you desire a set outcome 
• When you want to limit who can come 
• When you want to force people to be there. 

 

PROBABLE OUTCOMES:  

           Builds energy, commitment and shared leadership  
           Participants accept responsibility for what does or doesn't happen  
           Action plans and recommendations emerge from discussions as appropriate 
           You create a record of the entire proceedings as you go along  

GROUP SIZE:  
 
To date, we know that Open Space accommodates groups from 5 to 1500 people. It can be run for 
a couple of hours to 3 or more days; consecutively or over time; at one site or at multiple sites 
connected by computer and/or phone and video. The longer the space is open, the more 
transformative the outcomes.  

REMEMBER:  
 
An open-space must always be “opt-in.” No one can be forced to go. It is only for the willing.  
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About Your Trainer: Robert Richman 

Robert Richman is the author of the Culture Blueprint a 
systematic guide to building the high-performance 
workplace.  

He was a manager and culture strategist 
at Zappos.com and co-founded Zappos Insights, an 
innovative program focused on educating companies on 
the secrets behind its game-changing employee culture.  
He took Zappos Insights from an idea to a multimillion 
dollar business line.  Robert trained under the founder of 
open space technology - Harrison Owen. 

Robert has spoken to and consulted for Google, Toyota, 
Eli Lilly, Whole Foods, Intuit and many other companies. 
He developed the Xpill, a pill and process that helps 
people break through their own blocks and access the 
power of the unconscious mind.  

He’s also a big fan of Improv comedy, the Muppets, 
and exceptional coffee. 
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The Roles (Players in the Game) 

Open Space Roles 
Sponsor 
This is the highest authorized person. They give permission to the group to convene about 
whatever they deem important and that they may say anything they like. It’s important to convey 
safety.  

Facilitator 
A 3rd party outsider who runs the open space. 

Assistants 
People who can help with all logistics.  

Convener 
A person who brings up a topic and puts it on the board. This person is willing to lead the 
discussion and report the results (or delegate that function). They do not have to have answers to 
the topic.  

Attendee 
Someone who attends a session who is willing either to contribute or to learn.  

Bumble Bee 
Someone who goes to multiple sessions, asking questions, giving ideas, cross-pollinating 
information.  

Butterfly 
Someone who stands to the side, perhaps alone. They are part of holding the space.  
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The Sponsor: 

The sponsor is the person who is authorizing the company to meet and talk openly. 

For the Sponsor to work well, it is essential that: 

• A person with substantial formal authority is in the role. 
• This person is willing to occupy the Sponsor role completely, by taking up all the tasks that 

come with it. 

The Sponsor completes the following activities before during and after the event: 
Before: 

• Work with the Coach and Facilitator to bring people together to craft the Theme. 
• Draft and issue the Invitation. 
• Engage in storytelling about the event and the purpose of it. 

During: 

• Welcome all participants. 
• Communicate the opportunities and threats that the organization is facing. 
• Signal that the work of the meeting is extremely important. 
• Introduce the Facilitator and then hand off administration of the event. 
• Participate in the event - Going from session to session, mainly watching. 

After: 

• Put the Proceedings into everyone’s hands, typically by sending an email with a link to the 
document. 

• Call people together to examine and immediately act upon the Proceedings. 
• Engage in storytelling that supports the ongoing aims of Agile adoption. 

It is essential that the Sponsor and other formally authorized leaders continuously signal strong 
support for the entire process. The primary way to do that is to act, without delay, on the issues that 
the Proceedings identify. 
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How To Pitch an Executive or Sponsor. 

You may need to get “buy-in” on running an open space event. That can be in the form of 
permission and/or resources. Here are a few things you can do: 

1. Send them videos 
Google “Open Space Technology” and see the videos that most inspire you. You can use mine as 
well if you google my name with it.  

2. Run a small open space with the leadership team.  
This is a practice called “Lean Coffee” when it’s a small group.  The process is very simple.  You 
have each person bring up the topic they’d like to discuss. You can do this as a basic Kanban board 
with sticky notes: 
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Or you can also run it virtually with Retrium: 

Or with LeandCoffeeTable.com 


This will give them a taste for how engaging it is.  
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The Sponsor Picks the Theme 

What is a theme? 

The theme is what focuses the conversation, in the form of a question. 
Not all open spaces have themes. You can use one if: 

- You’d like to focus the conversations on a highly relevant topic 
- You have a goal to accomplish. You know the What and Everyone is there to figure out the how.  

For example: “How do we become the market leader in education?” 

If you have a real deadline, this can be useful as well. For example: 
“How can we launch our 2.0 software by July 31st?”  

Make sure that it’s once sentence, in the form of a question to open the space.  

What to do with the theme 

Discuss the theme with any necessary stakeholders (Leadership team, board members, etc).  

Run it by a few people in the organization to make sure it makes sense to them.  

Then the theme is used to craft an invitation.  
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Craft the Invitation 
The Best Invitations are: 

Provocative      Imaginative       Open Ended      Simple 

Consider:  

• The purpose 
• The emotion 
• The why 
• Who is needed for this? Who else?  
• When and where will this happen? 
• What will happen as a result of this?  
• Is there another meeting planned after it?  
• What will come of the report?  

The Theme: 

Everything focuses on the theme, in the form of a question. 

(very broad) 
"How do can we be the best software company in the world?" 

(narrower) 
"How can we integrate our values (Openness, Optimism, Ownership) into everything we do?" 

(focused) 
"How do we deliver world class service while expanding from one product to six?" 

The invitation is sent by email or in hard copy. 

It includes: 

- Brief copy on what an open space is 
- The theme 
- Why this theme 
- Why now?  
- State clearly that all conversations are fair game 
- No one has to come 
- Date and Place (if decided. If not, then at least the date with location TBA) 
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Determine the Location 
The invitation is sent by email or in hard copy. 

Facilities Logistics 

In order to provide enough room for an Open Space Technology meeting, you should secure a 
room that holds double your expected attendance. This means that in general, if you are expecting 
50 people, you need a room that is rated for 100 “theatre style” at a minimum.  

This is a minimum; the bigger the better. If you cannot get a room big enough, a room rated for at 
least the number you are expecting can do in a pinch, provided that you have a variety of breakout 
spaces available. These could include other rooms, nooks and crannies, gardens, restaurants and 
other meeting places. 

It is essential that the room have one large blank wall that posters can be affixed to in some way. It 
pays to check this out in advance, as some facilities will not allow groups to stick things to the wall. 
It is also essential that the room be free of tables. Tables are not used in Open Space Technology 
meetings, even small ones, so it’s important to find a room without a board room table in the 
middle. This is especially important for smaller meetings. 

For meetings with large groups a quality sound system is important, as is a cordless microphone. 

Non-essential, but useful room characteristics include: 

• A squarish shape – the more square a room is, the easier it is to form a circle inside it. 

• High ceilings – these help to reduce “cross talk” between groups. 

• Windows – natural light helps to create a relaxed atmosphere. 

• A door to the outside world – if your room has doors that lead outside, it is easier for people 
to take breaks in the fresh air. Also, groups may be tempted to use the outdoor space to 
meet if the weather is co-operative. This is a good thing! 
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Room setup 

Setup for an Open Space Technology meeting requires the following: 

• Chairs in a circle in the middle of the room. One ring of chairs is ideal, concentric rings can 
be used if space is tight, but one should avoid more than two rings of chairs. Make sure 
there are lots of spaces for people from the back rows to get to the middle of the circle. 

• A couple of tables either in the room or outside for food to be served on. 

• One large blank wall kept free of obstacles so that people can reach it to post their agenda 
items. 

• Breakout rooms should be free of tables and should have smaller circles of chairs arranged 
in a circle. 

What about food? 

Ideally I like to encourage groups to eat and work at the same time. This means that at 12:00 or so, 
a buffet should magically appear which can stay out for a while, allowing people to grab food 
when they can. The food should be somewhat portable and not too prone to spills. Soup can 
sometimes work, but it can also be a problem. Sandwiches are ideal. Provide coffee and tea and 
snacks in the morning and more in the afternoon. 
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Timeline 
Here is the timeline of events, for a corporate open space. 
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Room Set up - Visual 
Ideally there is a separate big circle and breakout areas. But you can use the chairs from the big circle to form 
the meet up areas. Ideally keep everyone in the same room. 
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Bulletin Board 
This is the set up for the sessions before people have announced their topics. 
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Sticky System 
Having Stickies that show the area and time make it easy to keep track of how many sessions are open, and 
for balancing the number per breakout time. 
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The Marketplace 
The bulletin board turns into the marketplace of conversations.  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Large Group Marketplace 
To show a large group the marketplace it can be helpful to have volunteers type them onto a spreadsheet and 
project them up on the wall (or to multiple rooms).







NOTE: You can also use a conference app, AND/OR have the 
marketplace as a non-restricted Google sheet that anyone can see from 
their phones.  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Posters to Set up. 
These are set up around the room. 

If the group is large, a powerpoint can be used to display them on a screen during the opening circle. 
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The Schedule 

1/2 Day to 3 days 
MINIMUM: 3.5 Hours 

Half Day Example Session 

Basic rules of thumb: 

Breakout areas of about 10 people for small groups, 20 for above 300.  
Assume an hour for everything before the first session.  
Leave no more than 25 minutes for the closing circle.  

Time Session

8:00am People walk in to the circle

8:30am Sponsor begins

8:45am Facilitator begins

9:00am Bulletin Board is open

10:00am First Session

10:45am Break

11:00am Second Session

11:45am Break

12:00pm Third Session

12:45pm Break

1:00pm Closing Circle
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Other Physical Elements: 

• Theme Sign

• Food and Coffee

• Chairs

• Tape

• Mic

• Bell chime

• Name tags

• Flip charts

• Pens, markers

• Laptops per session area or computer bank


NOTES:
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Initiating the Meeting 

First the sponsor and facilitator sit, not talking. 


They wait until all walk in and sit down.d


Then the sponsor goes first


Sponsor covers: 
Reason we are convening

The theme and why

Authorizes the group to speak on anything

Commits to reading the report and taking action.


Basics of the facilitation 

1. Welcome

2. Focus the Group

3. State the Theme

4. Describe the Process

5. Create the Bulletin Board

6. Open the Marketplace

7. Get out of the way!


(See the script in the template section)
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During the Event: Holding Space 

It even works if you don’t know the language of the people.” 


Holding Space: 

1. Show Up

2. Be Present

3. Tell the Truth

4. Let it All Go


“Have a great time. Remember, if isn’t fun, it isn’t working.” 


Self Preparation: 

Your own state is very important because you are energetically holding space. 
Harrison would meditate for hours before it. What gets you centered? 


NOTES:
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The Report Form 

A very basic template (also see template section)
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The Closing Circle 

Everyone gathers in the circle at the end. 


If the chairs were used for meeting areas, make sure to bring them back in time (you 
can enlist others to help)… The format is simple. Just open the space for people to 
share any reflections they’d like.


If the group is small enough (less than 50), they can simply had the mic around the 
circle. If it’s a larger group, then either mic runners or a foam mic box is best.  Make 
sure you sit down and let it happen. When it’s done, say a few words and then hand it 
back to the sponsor who will close the meeting. 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The Proceedings 

Make sure it gets printed, and include photos if you can. 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Going into Action 

Not all open spaces continue onto action, but it’s a very powerful opportunity for it.  


Prioritization (option 1):  
If it’s important to prioritize the actions, then a final session can be done where sticker 
dots are given to each person (10 each), and they are allowed to allocate them to the 
topics on the bulletin board that they find the post important. 


Prioritization (option 2): 
Another bulletin board of action items is created and then the sticker dotes are used.


After the event: 
1. Make sure to get a hard copy of the proceedings in everyone’s hands by next day. 

2. Make sure the sponsors read the report, and/or assemble a team to find trends.

3. Use a Kanban Board to track action (virtual or physical)


Data to Notice in the Report: 

• Who are the leaders? 

• What actions are outlined? 

• Where does information need to be provided? 

• What are low-hanging fruit?

• What are easy wins? 

• Where do people not realize they are empowered? 

• What context can be given to people? (e.g. if an idea has been tried before)
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Storytelling, full circle 

Leader to Company 
The leader or sponsor will convey what they have learned, what they are doing and 
what they are not doing in relation to the report. 


People to Leader 
Those who have taken action convey that to the leader.


Leader back to company 
Leader takes those stories and shares them back to the company.  This is how culture 
feeds itself. 


NOTE: A Communications director can help in this role.   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Checklists and Templates 

1. First email

2. Second email

3. Sponsor Script

4. Facilitator Script

5. Reporting Template
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1. First Email 
—————————————————————— 
Hey Everyone, 

We have a very exciting opportunity to announce.  
At our gathering in May we will have our very first Open Space Meeting, facilitated by 
__________. 

To give you an idea of what you're in for, check out the video here.  

This will be your chance to participate in answering the central question we are pondering: 

How can we deliver the best in class experience? 

....for our customers 

....for our partners  

....for each other 

Over the next few weeks I'd like you to consider this question and come to the session ready to 
discuss whatever it is you care about the most. 

-Tooey 

—————————————————————— 
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3. Second Email 
—————————————————————— 
Hello everyone! 

SUBJECT: A cowboy dancing with Shiva? 

We told you about Open Space, 
the event we will have at the Colorado Mastermind 
where YOU will pick our topics. 

Are you curious about how this whole phenomenon started? 

Check out this video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=APD7oQ3xrSA


...
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4. Second Email 

SUBJECT: When magic happens…

Have you ever been to a conference where you’re sitting for a long time, listening to speaker 
and after speaker and thinking to yourself, “When is dinner?”   

Sometimes it’s poor speaker selection.  Sometimes the content is just relevant to some 
people and not to others.  And sometimes we just want to be more active, move around, get 
into conversation. 

That is the idea behind open space. 

It was created by a person who used to throw conferences and saw on the feedback that 
everyone liked the coffee breaks more than anything.  This format is like a structured coffee 
break where you get to move around, talk to people, and get into great conversations. 

So there’s just one question…

What do you want to talk about? 


What’s interesting? 
What’s relevant? 
What are you curious about? 

Or think about this…

What have you learned that you’re dying to share? 
What problems have you solved that would help others? 
What’s the next level look like for you? 

In order to participate, ALL YOU NEED IS TO BRING A QUESTION. 

So think…

What is that for you? 
How will you play? 
What can you ask that will guide our conversations? 

See you next week! 
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4. 4th Email 

Hey everyone,

It’s almost mastermind time! 

Here’s a recap of what we’ve shared (in case you’ve missed anything)

1. Friday we’ll be having an open space event.

2. It’s a pretty cool story - how it was created and all its uses.

3. YOU will be creating the agenda. That’s right. We have NO IDEA what’s going to happen. 
That’s the beauty of it. 

4. Any topic you find interesting or relevant, we can go there.

5. This is all opt-in. That means you can play at any level you’d like. You can be a leader, an 
attendees, you can bounce around, or you can just bounce! You’ll see how you get to play the 
game in a way that suits you best. 

Links:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=APD7oQ3xrSA (Open Space demo)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=APD7oQ3xrSA (Background of open space)

See you soon! 
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Sponsor Script: 
—————————————————————— 

Thank you everyone for joining us here.  

We've gathered to discuss How we can deliver a world class experience...  

That means our customer experience, 
Our employee experience,  
Our partner experience.  
I mean every experience. Even when someone walks into our office. 

(ADD PERSONAL NOTES OF WHY THIS IS IMPORTANT TO YOU) 

You are free to discuss anything you'd like. No topic is off the table.  

This is a chance to help shape the future of our company. My promise to you is that I will review 
the results of this, and I will take action where I feel it's appropriate. 

There will be a lot of notes, so I will be looking for the themes. If there is something particular 
you want me address, just add my name or Steve's to that note and we will address that 
particular question.  

As you can see there is no agenda except for our theme, which is a question I would like your 
help in answering. How can we deliver a world class experience?  

—————————————————————— 
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Facilitator Script 

Sponsor goes first - why? 


—————————————————————— 

“Welcome to open space”
(walk) 

You may be wondering who I am... but that’s irrelevant. Because today is not about 
me. It’s about you. What you’re passionate about, what you want to take 
responsibility for, and speaking the unspoken.  

  “Our theme for this gathering is _________. 

 Through the day, we are going to develop our best thoughts around the 
issues and opportunities associated with our theme. 

BLANK WALL  
As we start, I want you to notice the blank wall. That is our agenda. Just out 
of curiosity, how many times have you ever been to a meeting where the 
agenda was a completely blank wall? 

(pause)  

"To get `from here to there' we will use a very simple mechanism. 

The Marketplace 

Open Space Technology  
Groups all over the world, some as large as 2000, regularly create their own 
agendas for multi-day meetings  
in less than one hour. 

In a few moments, I will ask you to identify any issue or opportunity you see around 
our theme, give it a short title and write that down on the paper provided. 
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Then stand up in front of the group, say what your issue is, and post the paper on 
the wall. 

Make sure that you have some real passion for this issue, and that it is not just a 

good idea for somebody else to do.  
For you will be expected to take personal responsibility for the discussion. 

——Saying where and when the group will meet  
——-convening the group  
——-and reporting the results  

   

You may offer as many issues as you like, and if at the end of the day, you do 
not see your issue on the wall, there is exactly one person to complain to. 
Yourself. 

You don’t have to be an expert. 

All you need is a question.  

Questions open up space. 
No need for speech or explanation. 

"Once all the issues are up, we will then open the Village Market  
Place, and everybody will be invited to come to the wall and attend as few or 
or as many of the sessions as you’d like. From there on out you are in open 
space until our closing circle.”
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Though the space is truly open, there are some principles and one law that we 
need to cover:

The Four Principles are: 

Whoever comes is the right people 

Whoever is attracted to the same conversation are the people who can contribute 
most to that conversation—because they care. So they are exactly the ones—for 
the whole group-- who are capable of initiating action. 

(((What happens if no one shows up? ))))  
You could sit and feel hurt or angry. It could be a great idea but the wrong time.  
Or the right time, but you’re the only person who can deal with it.  
You don’t need even need to have people. You can sit and think about it, or just go 
to another group. 

Whatever happens is the only thing that could’ve happened.  
We are all limited by our own pasts and expectations. This principle acknowledges 
we'll all do our best to focus on NOW-- the present time and place-- and not get 
bogged down in what could've or should've happened.  
 
Whenever it starts is the right time  
The creative spirit has its own time, and our task is to make our best contribution and 
enter the flow of creativity when it starts.  
When it's over, it's over  
No need to keep rehashing things. When it’s done, it’s done.  
 
Butterflies  
may be off to the side. Seems they are doing nothing. But they are centers of non-
action where silence can be enjoyed, or perhaps a new topic emerges.  
 
Bumblebees  
If at any time during our time together you find yourself in any situation where you are 
neither learning nor contributing, use your two feet, go someplace else. 

Law of Two Feet.  
If at any time during our time together you find yourself in any situation where you 
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are neither learning nor contributing, use your two feet, go someplace else.  

Be prepared to be surprised. 

"Keeping the Four Principles in mind, along with the One Law, it is now time to get 
to work. 

Along that line, there is one question to start. What are the issues and 
opportunities around our theme, for which you have real passion and will take 
genuine responsibility? 

"Some of you may be finding a few conflicts, but it should be easy to work out. It is 
called negotiation. If you want to go to two groups meeting at the same time, find 
the group leaders and see if you can get them to merge their sessions or change 
their times. Of course, if they won't do that, you will just have to make a choice, but 
that is the way life is. 

"As soon as you are ready, stand up where you are, read out your title, and tape  
it to the wall. Don't wait to be asked. Go when you are ready."  
"While they are doing that, all the rest of you might also stand up and take a 
look at the various offerings. When you find one that interests you, where you 
could learn or contribute  

  We will have a closing session  

  "From here on out -- you are on your own. As soon as your group is ready to 
go to work, go to it. We'll see you all back here at ______ pm for the closing 
Session.

—————————————————————— 
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5. Reporting Template 
Using Google Sheets is very effective, everyone can type on the same document, and 
thus it will make it very easy to print quickly.  And by using Sheets over Docs, people’s 
cursors will not be effected.  Just make sure to change it to portrait view dimensions. 
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Master Checklist 
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